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Generative Research

Online Survey Digital Diary Study Design Workshop



Online Survey

41+ 20 25-59
Responses Occupations Age Range



Digital Diary Study

11 6 25-59
Responses Cities Age Range



Digital Diary Study



Co-Design Workshop

01
PERSONAS

02
TIMELINES

03
MAGIC DEVICES

04
FUTURE MAPPING

Imaginary people who 
care or are indifferent 
about the environment.

The persona’s past, 
present, and future. 

Help the personas 
connect to 
environmental issues.

How the device changes 
perspectives, actions  
and futures.



Synthesis



What We Learned

01  Focus on small scale, daily life activities. 
 
02  Make the impact visible. 

03  Create lasting social connections. 

04  Awareness is an empowering catalyst for behavior change. 

05  Connect people’s personal values to a larger environmental context. 



01 
Focus on personalized daily life activities  



“Many volunteer opportunities require an ongoing 
commitment at a scheduled time.“

“Yes, your list of activities made me consider how 
easy it is to undertake small tasks on a daily basis.”



Artifact: DeviceTimeline



02 
Make the impact visible. 



“I enjoy talking with people or having set reachable 
goals in one session of volunteering.”

“Wonder whether volunteer activities make enough 
of a difference to justify time spent.”



Persona



03 
Create lasting social connections 



“What we do affects everything around us … this was a 
conversation I had with my daughter while recycling.”

“I’m more likely to do something if I can learn, be part  
of a community, or meet people with similar values.”



Device



04 
Awareness is an empowering catalyst  

for behavior change 



“Just being a bit more aware of my actions - though I haven't 
changed behaviors, I have watched more closely.”

“I became more aware of the problems since I had to 
take a picture every day.”



Device



05 
Connect peoples’ values  

to a larger environmental context 



“It's good to help those outside my community but there is 
additional value to providing for family and friends.”

“These fulfill many of my other needs. I hope to connect with 
other people and move around while I volunteer.”



Artifact: DeviceFuture Mapping



Aiding Motivation

EXPECTANCY

MOTIVATION

VALUE

GOAL-DIRECTED 
BEHAVIOR

LEARNING & 
PERFORMANCE

External

Internal

Contextual 
factors may 

influence 
motivation

Personal

Civic

Visible Impact

Personal 
connection to 

topic

Habits

Form Understanding how 
your actions affect 
the environment

SUPPORTSLEADS TO

For habit change to occur, you 
must understand how choices are made!

Opportunity to bridge the two 
value systems

Conflict between personal 
values and “civic” values!

Opportunity to make expectancy more at a 
smaller scale within the experience

Conflict between Exceptions vs. Reality of 
volunteering experience!

ReinforceSustain



Learning Principles

Temporal Contiguity: present audio and visual simultaneously. 
 
Anchored Learning: real world problems. 

Cognitive Dissonance: present alternate perspectives. 

Spacing: space the practice across time. 

Feedback: provide timely feedback in context. 



Concepts



System Phases

INDIVIDUALS ORGANIZATION

PHASE I PHASE II

SYSTEM



This system could show a user what 
their environment might look like if 
different choices are made. 

User puts on VR headset Owen’s son has asthmaFactory  
pollutes air

VR VIEW

Owen

Owen

Owen’s 
son

Concept: Immersive Experience



Later that day…

Visual indication 
of energy waste

User removes plug

Concept: Invisible to Visible
Waste and consumption can be 
visualized by an in-home device. 



Hey, how many cups of  
chicken broth do I need?

Since you tend to throw 
away leftovers, do you  
want to try a smaller 
serving size?

Finished plate

No food 
waste

CUI

Concept: AI Home Agent
A contextually aware AI agent that 
engages users in conversation during  
their daily routines and practices. 



System Phases

INDIVIDUALS ORGANIZATION

PHASE I PHASE II

SYSTEM
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Thank you!
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